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Siren – Arc 8
Description: A beautiful naked woman with large white wings and bird feet. Usually 2-3 of
them.

Monster type and motivation: Queen (motivation: to possess and control)
Supernatural powers:
•

•

Song of Seduction: The hunters hear a beautiful song. Make a cool roll. Female-attracted
hunters make the roll at -1. Others make the roll normally.
o On a full success, the hunter is able to shrug off the effect.
o On a mixed-success, the hunter is effected by the move. -1 to all cool and sharp
moves. -2 to attacks against the siren.
o On a failure, the hunter is completely enthralled to the monster. They do what
the siren wants when it wants. They stay this way until the minion’s weakness is
triggered.
Use the Sea: The Siren can use the sea to her benefit. She controls the waves on her
island and can use water to attack.

Attacks: The siren will get her hands dirty if she needs to, but most of the time, she prefers to
stay out of harm’s way and use her army of ensnared men.
•
•
•
•

Punch: 1 harm.
Claw: She flies up and uses her clawed feet to swipe at the hunter. 2 harm.
Forcibly drown: The siren shapes water to her will and covers the hunter’s head in a
water bubble or otherwise forces water down their throat. 1-2 harm. Ongoing.
Drop: She grabs the hunter with her feet, flies them into the air, and then drops them to
the ground. 3 harm.

Armor: None
How much harm will kill it: 10 ☐☐☐☐☐☐☐☐☐☐
Weaknesses:
•
•

Anyone using ear plugs will have a +2 to resisting the call of the siren.
Those already enthralled can be broken out of it with very loud music.

Countdown:
•
•

Day: Two more sailors go missing, a man and his teenage son. Their boat washes ashore.
Shadows: The sirens turn a few more of the men into fish-men.
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•

•

•
•

Sunset: A half-drowned woman washes ashore on the beach and is taken to the
hospital. She describes how something came over her husband and he crashed the boat.
He’s still out there.
Dusk: The woman’s husband washes ashore, looking like something with human-like
teeth tore out its throat. (The minion was unsatisfactory, so the siren killed him and
discarded him.)
Nightfall: The sirens lure a cruise liner into the harbor. The captain and crew abandon
the ship to swim to the sirens. The ship goes on, full steam ahead, towards the docks.
Midnight: The cruise ship slams into the docks, destroying a restaurant and killing
multiple people.
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